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08:30 – 09:00 Eintreffen

09:00 – 09:15
Begrüßung durch den Gastgeber
Dr. Hannes Pfneiszl, General Manager, 
COMPAREX Austria GmbH – A SoftwareONE Company

09:15 – 10:00 Digitale Transformation bei SPAR 
Andreas Kranabitl, CIO SPAR Gruppe & CEO SPAR ICS

10:00 – 10:45
Warum erschließen Unternehmen bei Cloud-Einführungen 
nicht das volle Potenzial?
Herbert van Sintemaartensdijk, Sr. Technology Strategist, SoftwareONE

10:45 – 11:00 Kurze Pause – Zeit für Gespräche

11:00 – 12:00 Workshops: Session 1 

12:00 – 13:00 Mittagspause – Zeit für Gespräche

13:00 – 14:00 Workshops: Session 2

14:00 – 14:30 Pause – Zeit für Gespräche

14:30 – 15:30 Workshops: Session 3

Anschließend Ausklang und Ende der Veranstaltung

AGENDA DES TAGES IN WIEN



SAM Simple – eine Alternative 
zum klassischen SAM

S p e a k e r :  

A l e x a n d e r  J e n t l ,

S o l u t i o n  S a l e s  &  A l l i a n c e  M a n a g e m e n t
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Agenda

What is SAM? 

Challenges & SAM Position in Landscape

What is SAM Simple?
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What is the right solution for your company?04

Discussion05



What is Software Asset Management (SAM)?

Basic SAM
Ad-hoc

• Little control 
over what IT 
assets are being 
used & where

• Lack of policies, 
procedures, 
resources & 
tools

Standardized 
SAM

Tracking Assets

• SAM processes 
exist 

• SAM tool/ data 
repository exists

• Information 
may not be 
complete & 
accurate,

• and typically 
not used for 
decision 
making

Rationalized
SAM

Active Management

• Vision, policies, 
procedures & 
tools are used 
to manage IT 
software asset 
lifecycle

• Reliable 
information is 
used to 
manage the 
assets to 
business 
targets

Dynamic
SAM

Optimized

• Near real-time 
alignment with 
changing 
business needs

• SAM is a 
strategic asset 
to overall 
business 
objectives

A business strategy focused on 
overseeing and optimizing

a fundamental business resource ‒ 
software.

License 
Compliance

License 
Renewal

License Risk 
Evaluation

Usage 
Analysis

SAM Maturity Model

Software license 
management

SAMSimple
Full SLM service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know your expectations, let me take the time to give you an overall introduction of Software Asset Management.So, what is Software Asset Management (also known as SAM)?It is a business strategy focused on overseeing and optimizing a fundamental business resource – named software.With SAMSimple we focus on Software license management where we look into the following areas:License complianceLicense renewalLicense risk evaluationUsage analysisIn the end, it is about creating visibility and transparency about the compliance status allowing you to do better financial planning based on over- and under-licensing. In addition, if necessary, you will have the possibility to request Audit Support against aggressive publishers as an add-on.One of the most important things is to determine what the SAM maturity level is of the current SAM practice in your organization. There are four levels known in the market:The first level is called Basic SAM – which is very ad hoc. The company usually has little control over what IT assets are being used and where. And it lacks policies, procedures, resources and tools.The second level is called Standardized SAM - SAM processes exist as well as a tool/data repository. Information may not be complete and accurate though and it is typically not used for decision-making.The SAMSimple service will allow you to focus strongly on getting to and through the first two maturity levels of SAM.The third level is called Rationalized SAM – this is more active management whereby vision, policies, procedures and tools are used to manage IT software asset lifecycle. The reliable information is also used to manage the assets to business targets.The fourth level is called Dynamic SAM – an optimized SAM practice with near real-time alignment with changing business needs. In this case SAM is a strategic asset to overall business objectives.With our Full SLM service, we can bring you all the way from Basic to the Dynamic maturity level.



Why SAM: Facts from the Market

of organizations surveyed 
doesn't have automated 

license tracking 
and reporting

73%

SAMS Europe & USA

30%
cost reductions by 

enterprises that implement 
software asset 
management

Gartner, Using IT Asset Management 
to Ensure Software compliance

60%
of spend is “under 
management” by 

Procurement

Only

CPO Agenda

of organizations surveyed 
is compliance

89% 
The main SAM 

initiative goal for

SAMS Europe & USA

of additional cost 
due to software 

licensing complexity

25%
On average

33%
of customers are 

being audited 
every year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let us look at some facts from the market.73% of organizations surveyed doesn’t have automated license tracking and reporting – this basically means a lot of manual and inefficient work and therefore room for errors and risksOnly 60% of spend is under management by Procurement – quite a risk if you consider all the other software spend in an organizationThere is a potential of 30% cost reductions by enterprises that implement software asset management – simply because they have transparency and visibility and are in control of what happensOn average there is 25% additional cost due to software licensing complexity – not knowing the use rights and how to apply them can be very costlyThe main SAM initiative goal for 89% of organizations surveyed is compliance – it is a good start, but why stop here while you can do more?And 33% of our customers are being audited every year – this could even be multiple audits per year by different vendors. Imagine the time and costs involved in these audits if you don‘t have SAM-------------------------------------------------------------------Sources:CPO Agenda, 2015 SAMS Europe & USA, 2017Gartner, Using IT Asset Management to Ensure Software compliance, 2015



Customer Needs
Discussion & Prioritization

Customer Challenges
with SAM

Data Collection

Collecting accurate deployment data across diverse hardware, 
operating systems, virtual environments and cloud services.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next up we see that there are certain challenges in the market. Challenges that many companies are facing. During this meeting, it is important to see what challenges you recognize and how we can address them together.So, the first challenge is the gathering of an accurate inventory.How are you currently collecting the data? And where is the data coming from?



Customer Needs
Discussion & Prioritization

Customer Challenges
with SAM

Data Collection

Properly managing license contracts and entitlements
within company or even across distributed organizations.

Contract 
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then there is the challenge of the contract management.How do you manage your contracts? By whom is this done? Which contracts are managed?



Customer Needs
Discussion & Prioritization

Customer Challenges
with SAM

Data Collection

Understanding the complex terms and conditions 
of software license agreements and leveraging available use rights.

Contract 
Management

License 
Complexity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complex contracts and license models are another challenge that we see. How do you apply all these rules and understand the complexity? And where do you currently get your knowledge from, internally and externally?



Customer Needs
Discussion & Prioritization

Customer Challenges
with SAM

Data Collection

Applying information about real usage during reconciliation 
of inventory data with license entitlements and contracts.

Contract 
Management

License 
Complexity

Usage Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tracking and analyzing usage data is also a challenge that we see regularly.Who is tracking the real usage of software and licenses in your organization?Where is this usage data coming from?



Customer Needs
Discussion & Prioritization

Customer Challenges
with SAM

Data Collection

Collecting information from many different data sources and roles 
and investing lots of time to support audit activities.

Contract 
Management

License 
Complexity

Usage Data Software Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there is the everlasting software audit.What was your experience during your last audit?Who was involved during the audit?



Customer Needs
Discussion & Prioritization

Customer Challenges
with SAM

Data Collection Contract 
Management

License 
Complexity

Usage Data Software Audit

High demand for Skilled Resources on the market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we sum up all these challenges it is pretty fair to say that there is a gap in the market regarding resources with SAM skills. So are you ready to invest in a sustainable SAM practice with experienced resources providing you with the right license compliance status and recommendations allowing you to reduce cost and risk?



Autor: Alexander Jentl

Landscape
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Discovery Assessment Alignment Design Transition Support Services                                            Managed Services

Future
Workplace

Future
Datacenter

Network &
Security

SAP
on Azure

Transition &
Support

Business Productivity Advisory
M365 & UC & OnPrem

Migration Services
M365 & UC & OnPrem

Plan Build Run

Advisory Services Appl. Development

Migration Services

Security Advisory Services Security Implementation 
Services   

Advisory Services Implementation and Migration 
Services    

SoftwareONE Academy

Project Management

Center of Excellence / Adoption & Change Management

Service Management
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App. Support

Azure &
AWS Cloud 

Support

Security Support
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Services

Security Managed Services

Cloud Support Cloud Support

Application Development

Managed Infrastructure

UCM for Azure

SAP Support Services SAP Managed Services

Hardware
Purchasing

Service

Future
SAM/SLM

Licensing Advisory Services SAM/SLM
Implementation Services    

SAM/SLM Support SAM/SLM Managed Service
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SAMSimple Architecture | Powered by

Customer SoftwareONE

Daily

Licenses

Contracts

Amendments
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Client devices

Datacenter

Office 365

Usage

Te
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Transparency

 Software & Usage data

 Contracts & Licenses

Intelligence

 Managed Platform

 License Experts

⇒ Compliance Report & 
Recommendations

Optional Self-Service 
e.g. for additional 
Publishers

2x a year

2x a year Compliance Report

Daily updated view of SAM data

Optional Self-Service

Microsoft

Citrix

VMware
Symantec

Mindjet

Veeam

McAfee

etc.

Nitro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s discuss the SAMSimple service and what it can bring to you.First, we start at your side and collect the technical inventory. This data collection can come from many different resources. In case you do not have an inventory solution, we can provide you with the Flexera solution. This is one of the market leading SAM solutions and enables us to better provide the software license management service.Second, we focus on your commercial inventory. In other words, the contract management. What licenses, contracts and agreements do you have? What is potentially missing and what do we need to do to collect all of them?All this data is sent to the SAMSimple platform. In the SAMSimple platform our license experts will apply the complex license use rights and contract terms and provide you with detailed license compliance reports twice a year per publisher. In the SAMSimple platform you will also be able to see the usage data and the data about the technical inventory. This is refreshed on a daily basis so you will always be up to date. All of this data can be used during a software audit, but in case you need support, our specialists can be there to guide you during the audit process.Last but not least we can integrate the SAMSimple platform with PyraCloud to give you an even more detailed and transparent overview of you IT environment, related purchases and key challenges that need your attention.



SAMSimple | Key Benefits

CUSTOMER

Reduce 
software costs

• Safe costs on building your 
own SAM team and SAM 
practices and maintaining 
knowledge

• Recommendations of 
needed and unneeded 
licenses prior of contract 
renewal to improve cost 
savings possibilities for 
publishers in scope

Simple License 
Management

• Automation for simplified 
evidence and management of 
contracts and licenses

• Daily updated overview of 
servers, computers, 
installations and usage

• Transparency for budget 
planning and on-time 
contract renewal/anniversary

Optimize 
operating spend

• Ready to use SAM platform 
with full support regarding SAM 
tool issues

• Service onboarding in 10+60 
days instead of months to save 
time and resources

• Unified technical SAM data to 
get rid of manual, time 
consuming merging tasks

Reduce 
Risk

• Visibility on compliance with 
semi-annual License Position 
Reports

• License position and 
recommendations delivered 
by licensing experts

• Compliance service supported 
by high quality data of a 
market-leading SAM tool

SA
M

Si
m

p
le

 m
an

ag
ed

 s
er

vi
ce

• License allocation 
breakdown to allow for legal 
entity chargebacks

• Recognition and licensing 
rules for smaller publishers for 
efficient compliance analysis

• Reporting on unauthorized 
software to improve security

• Unused software overview 
to save money on existing 
contracts for software 
publishers not in scopeSe

lf-
se

rv
ic

e

Understand your COMPLIANCE position and be safe during an Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aside from understanding what we deliver with SAMSimple, it is of course very important to understand why we do this and what the key benefits are from the SAMSimple service for you.So, let’s start with a detailed overview of how and why SAMSimple can be valuable for you and your organization.First, we focus on the reduction of the software costs:Safe costs on building your own SAM team and SAM practices and maintaining knowledge – no need to invest in expensive resources and keep educating them and potentially take the risk of losing them.Recommendations on needed and unneeded licenses prior of contract renewal to improve cost savings possibilities – don’t renew licenses and contracts that you do not need or that are not aligned with the business. If you don’t use Visio Standard to design processes, then get a free Visio viewer.Optimizing the operation spend is another value and often underestimated or unrecognized.Ready to use SAM platform with full support regarding SAM tool issues - no need to invest time and money into training company resources and maintaining the SAM platform. SAM platform upgrades to new versions will be done by SoftwareONE without the need of company resources.Service onboarding in 10+60 days instead of months to save time and resources - getting up and running is very quickly with a 3-stage implementation process: Plan, Build, RunUnified technical SAM data to get rid of manual, time consuming merging tasks - no manual work to collect and combine inventory data, track usage and assign licenses. All versions of Adobe Acrobat installations and licenses can easily be analyzed as the SAM platform detects which devices have old, upgradeable or up to date versions.  Why and how to reduce risksVisibility on compliance with semi-annual License Position Reports – understand your license compliance situation and take actions when needed. Reduce the risk of having more unneeded or unused Mindjet licenses and stay compliant.License positions and recommendations delivered by licensing experts - licensing specialist who will register licenses and apply all license use rights. Manage MS Office virtual installations and use rights to avoid over or under licensing.Compliance service supported by high quality data of a market-leading SAM tool – a SAM platform that is especially build for compliance and therefore provides the right toolset.Last but not least, the value of simple license managementAutomation for simplified evidence and management of contracts and licenses - utilize the inventory data to analyze your Nuance licenses and optimization areas such as a change from user licenses to device licensesDaily updated overview of servers, computers, installations and usage – utilize the transparency to analyze, assign and manage your Veeam licenses based on real time dataTransparency on budget planning and on-time contract renewal / anniversary - analyze Symantec installations and usage to renew the contract based on facts and avoid extra unnecessary costs All these values are part of the SAMSimple managed service and will help you to understand your COMPLIANCE position and be safe during an audit.And there is more! You will be able to gain more values out of the SAM platform by self-service or on top of the SAMSimple managed service deliverables. Let me explain what that looks like.You can also reduce the software costs by:Unused software overview to save money on existing contracts for software publishers not in scope – utilize the data to optimize the other publishers by yourself, the ones with less complex license modelsAnd to further optimize the operating spend you can:Recognition and licensing rules for smaller publishers for efficient compliance analysis – build-in publisher license rules allowing you to efficiently apply those rules on inventory data and create compliance reports by yourself without the need of expertsIn addition to that, you can reduce the risks even more by:Reporting on unauthorized software to improve security – if the company standard is OneDrive then all other file share applications (on premise or cloud) that are not allowed can be reported back to the Security OfficerFrom a license management point of view, you can add more value by:License allocation breakdown to allow for legal entity charge-backs – create awareness of the software use and management by reporting back into your organization on different levels, departments and cost centers.



SAMSimple Architecture – technical | Powered by

Service
Gateway

3rd Party
Inventory Sources

Integration
Adapters

End
Users

Agents/Agentless

SoftwareONE CloudCustomer Infrastructure

https

https

https

Datacenters

Client Devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology includedFlexNet Manager PlatformFlexNet Manager for MicrosoftFlexNet Manager for VMwareFlexNet Manager for SymantecInventory VMware vCenter/ESX and Hyper-V (through agent)SCCM adapterCitrix XenApp and Citrix XenDesktop adapterAD adapterInventory agents for Windows, MacOS, Linux, HP-UX, AIX, Solaris(x86)Integrations in scope:Active DirectoryMicrosoft SMS/SCCMSymantec IT Management Suite (Altiris)HP-UD/DDMIBMC Discovery (ADDM)Tivoli Endpoint Manager (BigFix)VMware vSphere vCenter / ESX/ESXiFrequently Asked Questions Page | 22 of 23Microsoft Hyper-VCitrix XenServerCitrix XenDesktopCitrix XenApp ServerMicrosoft App-V ServerOffice 365Functionality out of scope:Report Designer (IBM Cognos)EOS LibraryFlexNet Manager for OracleFlexNet Manager for IBMFlexNet Manager for SAPBusiness adaptersInventory agent for Solaris (spark)Other inventory adapters



Easy as 1-2-3 | SAMSimple Service Offering

General Virtualization Security/Backup Creative

Microsoft VMware Symantec Adobe

Citrix McAfee ActivePDF

Trend Micro TechSmith

Veeam Corel

Veritas Mindjet

Nitro

Nuance

Choose 1 to 15 Publishers:

SAMSimple is a 3 year customer engagement

3 Stage Process (Advisory-Delivery-Managed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SAMSimple service offering is there to understand your compliance situation and has a straightforward approach. It is as simple as 1-2-3It is a 3-year engagementYou can choose 1-3 publishers from the list. Microsoft is mandatory and if needed you can increase this number to 15 publishers for additional costs. Why these publishers? This is based on the total spend, highest audit risk and most requested and used publisher by customersGetting up and running is very quickly with a 3-stage implementation process: Advisory-Delivery-ManagedIn the end you will get SAMSimple License Management per chosen publisher. This is a detailed License Balance, two times a year, done by our license experts according to the use rights stated by the publisher.



Recommended Steps | Advisory-Delivery-Managed

Flexera Toolset Deployment
Gathering of all entitlements
Organizational structure setup

MANAGEMENT

Understanding your needs Accelerating your transition

DESIGN TRANSITION

Planning & Design Workshop

Continued advice and assistance

License Compliance Reports
License Recommendation Reports
Licensing Support & Training
Audit Support

ADVISORY DELIVERY MANAGED

SERVICE PHASEONBOARDING PHASE

10+60 days 3 years

DISCOVERYASSESSMENT ALIGNMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe the ADVISORY-DELIVERY-MANAGED process.
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SoftwareONE SAM services comparison
Portfolio 
Management 
Platform

Software
Lifecycle
Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portfolio Management & Compliance services disambiguation



Sizing

23

150 100 500 500

Portfolio 
Management 
Platform

Software
Lifecycle
Management

SAM Simple ist bis zu einer Größe von max. 5.000 Units möglich 



Functionality

• Implementation 2 weeks 10 weeks 10 weeks + 10 weeks +

• Inventarization ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

• Contract Management ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

• License Management ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

• Compliance Report ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

• Deployment Options Cloud Cloud Cloud/OnPrem Cloud/OnPrem    

• Enterprise Publisher ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

• Infrastructure Integration ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

• SaaS Discovery ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

• SaaS Metering ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

• Patch level comparison ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

• Subscribe to report and alert     ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗
24

Portfolio 
Management 
Platform

Software
Lifecycle
Management



What considerations does 
a company has to make?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portfolio Management & Compliance services disambiguation



Considerations
• What does the company want to do? 

• Inventory / Transparency

• Compliance Check

• Optimization

• What sizing does the company has?

• Small/Medium Enterprise or Lage Enterprise

• Does the company has Enterprise Publisher in use?

• Oracle / SAP / IBM

• Does the company have SAM processes?

• Does the company have sufficient ressources and know-how?

26



License Manager is the central point of data

27

Technical inventory
Consumption License entitlementDiscover  

Identify 
Normalize

Share

SAM Manager

Reconcile Optimize

Servers

Clients Mobile

Challenges

Knowledge

Change 
Management

Poor Automation

Data Quality

Data Analysis

Audit Preparation

Communi-
cation

Cloud & 
Shadow IT?

Cloud

SAM Data

IT

Security

Procurement

Finance

Strategy

Central Point of Data



SAM as value for the company
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IT

SecurityProcurement

Finance

SAM2GO NextGen
License Manager Portal

SAM 
Manager

SAM 
in the Cloud

Secure connection with 
anonymized data
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What are your biggest challenges?
What would you pay more attention to today?

30

Budget?Service
Selection?

Technical
Challenges? Acceptance

of SAM
and 

results?
Reporting

Processes?

Support?
Transparency

Risk
Management

Others?



THANK YOU!



Get in Touch

S O F T W A R E O N E . D Ei n f o @ s o f t w a r e o n e . d e

Speaker: 

Alexander Jentl,
Solution Sales & Alliance Management

+43 (0)664 3535019

alexander.jentl@softwareone.com

http://www.softwareone.de/
mailto:info@softwareone.de


Bitte nutzen Sie 
unseren

Feedbackbogen! 
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